
Scholastic FictionFiction 

Philip Pullman is one of the finest and most popular authors writing today. His three HIS DARK 
MATERIALS books are global bestsellers, loved passionately by young readers and adults alike, and are 
winners of numerous literary prizes. These novels are acclaimed as modern classics and have sold 
millions of copies worldwide.

Key Selling Points

• The perfect gift for fans of His Dark Materials

• These new scenes are spine-tingling and bring so much character
and nuance and richness to Lyra’s world

• HIS DARK MATERIALS is one of the most popular and successful
children's series of all time

• First published in 1995, and acclaimed as a modern masterpiece,
NORTHERN LIGHTS won the UK's top awards for children's literature

THE IMAGINATION CHAMBER
By PHILIP PULLMAN

RRP: £12.99

Pub Date: 7th April 
2022

ISBN: 
9780702315510

Age: 9+

Binding: HB

A book of stunning, moving, exhilarating, breathtaking scenes set
during the events of Northern Lights, The Subtle Knife and The
Amber Spyglass.

Master storyteller Philip Pullman returns to the world of Lyra and
Will, Mrs Coulter and Lee Scoresby, Pantalaimon and Iorek
Byrnison, in this must have companion to the His Dark Materials
trilogy.

Marketing 

• High impact TV, radio and print coverage including:
• BBC Breakfast, BBC Radio 4, The Times
• Targeting Philip’s 200k twitter followers
• Signed bookplates
• Bespoke social graphics
• Digital seeding across Scholastic channels – reach – 70K



PR:
• Exclusive extract with media 

partner
• Influencer campaign to generate 

social sharing
• High-profile reader engagement 

and endorsements

Marketing:
• Digital seeding across Scholastic 

social channels reaching over 70k

High-impact TV, radio and 
print coverage 

reaching 3 million

HDM 
The 

Imagination 
Chamber

Philip Pullman is one of the most acclaimed 
children’s authors of all time and creator of the 
multi-award-winning His Dark Materials series. This 
landmark publication returns to the world loved 
by millions. 

Huge appeal for all teen, YA and adult fans 

200k
70k+ Scholastic



Publication Date 7th April 2022

THE ARC
Ben Oliver
Luka Kane was executed in front of a jeering crowd, but before 
he died, he opened one pair of eyes to the truth: Chester ‘Chilly’ 
Beckett’s. Except Luka isn’t dead at all. A bold escape sets in 
motion a race against time as Happy’s world-ending plans draw 
to a climax …

• The final, nail-biting instalment in The Loop trilogy: Prison Break  
   meets Nineteen Eighty-Four in this cutting-edge sci-fi thriller  
   series. 

• Film/TV rights optioned by Lime with producer Louise Sutton  
 (Black Mirror) on board. 

• Publishing simultaneously with Scholastic USA.

Praise for THE LOOP: 

‘Thrilling and terrifying in equal measure’ OBSERVER

‘Superbly dark and utterly gripping.’ WATERSTONES

Price:  £7.99
Pub Date: 7th April 2022
CBMC code: E3N79
Dimensions: 198x129 mm
Word count: 75,000 (words approx.) 

Binding: Paperback

ISBN: 978-1-912626-57-1
eBook ISBN: 978-1-913696-50-4
Age: 14+
Illustrations: N/a
Export: Yes
Rights: World

CHICKEN HOUSE  01373 454488  www.chickenhousebooks.com



An extract from

THE ARC
Ben Oliver
2 a.m. comes and the entrance to my 
sleeping pod spins open. I slide out, 
landing in the corridor between the rows 
and rows of sleeping quarters that look like 
mausoleum crypts, and in way they are – if 
Happy’s plan is successful, everyone inside 
is as good as dead already.

 OK, I think, the first program is working. 
The door opened. Now I just have to hope 
that I’m invisible to Happy for the next 
hour.

 An hour, I know, is not much time at 
all, but it was the result of striking a fine 
balance between creating a detectable 
program and an undetectable one.

 I walk towards the main door and pull 
it open. This one is unlocked too. So far so 
good. I peek out into the corridor and see 
nothing on this floor, but – as the Arc is 
designed to have corridors encircling the 
inner rim – I can see down a few levels, and 
I see that Xavier is patrolling on floor 19. 

 Cross that bridge when you come to it, I 
think, and I head to the stairs.

 I can’t take the lifts because of the way 
the program works, it will make me visible 

to Happy if I step inside, so I start the long 
climb to the 65th floor knowing that there 
is only ever one human guard on patrol 
each night.

 You’re doing the right thing, Chilly, 
you’re doing the right thing.

 For some reason, Stellar Cohen’s face 
appears in my mind as I climb, a girl who 
disappeared because her mother wanted 
to talk to her. Happy is evil and it must be 
stopped.

 I take the stairs two at a time for the 
first five minutes, but have to slow down 
around floor 48 because I’m not fit enough 
to keep up this pace. It takes another ten 
minutes or so to reach 65, and I’m already 
worrying about my time constraints. I step 
out of the stairwell and into the lobby 
of floor 65. The door on my right has a 
plaque on it which reads: LABORATORY: 
RESTRICTED ACCESS, the one on the left 
reads: RECOVERY ROOM: RESTRICTED 
ACCESS. I check my pocket for the 
Thallium Sulphate and then I walk to the 
laboratory door and hesitate.

 No going back, I tell myself. Once you 
walk into this room, there is no going back.

 I take a breath, and step inside.
 ‘Holy shit,’ I whisper, as what I see 

almost stops my heart.

DESCRIPTION
Luka Kane was executed in front of 
a jeering crowd, but before he died, 
he opened one pair of eyes to the 
truth: lab assistant Chester ‘Chilly’ 
Beckett’s. Chilly is now determined 
to find out what’s happening in the 
mysterious locked laboratory on 
the 65th floor. When he finally does, 
he finds three paralysed subjects … 
and one of the subjects, impossibly, 
is Luka Kane. A bold escape sets 
in motion a race against time as 
Happy’s world-ending plans draw to 
a climax …

BEN OLIVER
Ben began writing at age 
seven, and was promptly 
placed into the lowest 
reading and writing group 

at school. A mere twenty-two years 
later, and now a high-school English 
teacher, his debut novel, The Loop, was 
published in 2020.

@benjamin0liver

CHICKEN HOUSE   2 Palmer Street, Frome, Somerset, BA11 1DS   Tel: 01373 454488   www.chickenhousebooks.com



Publication Date 7th April 2022

AJAY AND THE MUMBAI 
SUN
Varsha Shah
Ajay is a Mumbai railway kid, a newspaper seller, but his great 
dream is to be a journalist. His dream comes true when he and a 
gang of friends create their own newspaper – but what is the cost 
of uncovering the truth?

• A high-stakes middle-grade story full of heart, written against  
 the backdrop of modern India: Emil and the Detectives meets  
 Slumdog Millionaire.
 • Winner of the Times/Chicken House Children’s Fiction   
 Competition 2020.

• Tackles tough topics such as social justice and truth in   
 journalism with a lightness of touch, starring a wonderful   
 ensemble cast of characters.

• Stunning interior illustrations by Sònia Albert. 

Price:  £7.99
Pub Date: 7th April 2022
CBMC code: D3N79
Dimensions: 198x129 mm
Word count: 60,000 (words approx.) 

Binding: Paperback

ISBN: 978-1-913696-33-7
eBook ISBN: 978-1-913696-46-7
Age: 9+
Illustrations: Sònia Albert
Export: Yes
Rights: World

CHICKEN HOUSE  01373 454488  www.chickenhousebooks.com



DESCRIPTION
Ajay is a Mumbai railway kid, a 
newspaper seller. But his great 
dream is to be a journalist, like his 
hero Mr Gupta. When a factory 
in a slum collapses in suspicious 
circumstances, Ajay vows to 
investigate and publish the truth of 
what happened. He and his gang 
of friends – illustrator Yasmin, chef 
Vinod, engineer Saif and cricketer 
Jai – create their own newspaper 
to see justice done in this thrilling 
middle-grade adventure.

An extract from

AJAY AND THE 
MUMBAI SUN
Varsha Shah
Ajay ran through the market. It was hot, sticky 
and crushed with people. He ignored the spice 
sellers with their scrolls of cinnamon; sneezed 
as he passed the chilli sellers with their vats 
of ground red powder; and got entangled in 
fabric as he passed the sari sellers, who had 
hung their long fabrics of yellow silk on string. 

  Finally he made it.
  It was his favourite place in the market – 

the passageway of stationers and booksellers. 
Shaded from the heat by a gnarled fig tree, it 
flickered with patches of sunlight that moved 
with the leaves, but there was no time to 
explore now. He only had a couple of hours 
before Mr Gupta would be at the restaurant.

  ‘Mr Sandhu!’ Ajay cried. ‘Mr Sandhu! I want 
to buy something!” 

   Mr Sandhu popped up from behind his 
stall, the turban wound around his head a 
bright spot of colour. ‘Ajay. Today is not your 
birthday, unless I am mistaken?’ 

Ajay shook his head. He was always at 
the stall, taking scraps of paper, half broken 
bottles of ink, torn pages of magazines – 
anything that Mr Sandhu wanted to throw 
away, but the only time he would actually buy 
something was his birthday, saving all year to 
buy just one thing from the stall.

Today wasn’t his birthday but it felt like it 
should be. Not only one dream, but all his 
dreams would come true! 

‘I have a very important commission,’ 
he beamed. ‘I am writing an article for the 
newspaper.’ He looked around, then leaned 
forward to whisper quickly. ‘Mr Gupta, the 
Great Editor of the City Paper himself, will 
be reading it.’ He leaned back on his heels, 
and continued in his normal voice. ‘And so 
Mr Sandhu, I need the very best ink that you 
have.’

 ‘The very best?’
  ‘The very best,’ Ajay confirmed. 
  ‘And Ajay,’ Mr Sandhu gave a delicate 

cough. ‘Will you have any money to pay for 
this? The very best ink?’

   Ajay nodded furiously. ‘I have seven whole 
rupees.’ He had raided his savings. He held 
them out. 

   ‘Seven?’ Mr Sandhu echoed faintly.
   Ajay nodded. 
   Mr Sandhu sighed. ‘Let me look, Ajay.’ He 

went inside. 
Ajay looked around, full of excitement. The 

front of the stall was filled with piles of white 
cartridge paper weighed down with milk white 
and pearl conch shells; on the sides were pens 
– biros, cartridge pens, pens from India, from 
Germany, from Switzerland some covered in 
plastic, some in open velvet boxes; and at the 
back paper from all over the world – tissue 
thin paper from Japan, silky paper smoothed by 
shells from Iran, marbled paper from Venice …

CHICKEN HOUSE   2 Palmer Street, Frome, Somerset, BA11 1DS   Tel: 01373 454488   www.chickenhousebooks.com

VARSHA SHAH
Varsha loves books that 
blend humour and story, and 
has always wanted to be a 

writer. A former solicitor, she is now 
an English Language and Literature 
teacher. She has also taught English 
as a foreign language in Japan and 
Canada, and often draws on her travels 
in her writing.



Scholastic FictionFiction 

Key Selling Points

• The third book in the exciting full colour comic book series from
the creator of CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS and DOG MAN

• Using his trademark humour and heart, Dav Pilkey illustrates
the importance of patience and persistence

• A series that empowers readers to be creative and appreciate
different ways of thinking and approaching art

• Includes an exciting range of multiple visual elements such as
photographs, paintings and film animation techniques

• DOG MAN has swiftly become one of the major children's
books brands in the UK: 1 million copies sold in five years

CAT KID COMIC CLUB 3
By DAV PILKEY

Li'l Petey, Molly, Flippy, and twenty-one rambunctious baby frogs 
are back for another creative adventure!

Readers of all ages will be inspired to dream up their own stories and
unleash their own creativity as they dive into this pioneering graphic
novel adventure from Dav Pilkey and his heartfelt, humorous, and
amazing cast of characters in the Cat Kid Comic Club.

RRP: £10.99

STRICT ON SALE DATE: 
7th April 2022

ISBN: 9781338801941 

Age: 7+

Binding: HB

Also by the author:

9781338712766

Dav Pilkey is the author of the CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS series, which has been published in more than 
25 languages worldwide, and the internationally best-selling DOG MAN series. 9781338784855
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FICTION

CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS DOUBLE CRUNCHY BOOK O'FUN (FULL COLOUR) DAV PILKEY

Price: £8.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9781338814491

CBMC code: C3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 144pp

Binding:
Age: 07-11

Illustrations:
Rights: UK, Eire & Commonwealth Excl C

Sales points

• The perfect activity book for all fans of Captain Underpants and Dog
Man: guaranteed to keep kids busy for days!

Description

The Captain Underpants Double-Crunchy Book o' Fun is a selection of
stories, comics, puzzles, jokes, Flip-O-Ramas, and other
fun stuff from The Captain Underpants world, in glorious full colour!
Come and join George and Harold and their wedgie-powered
superhero, Captain Underpants, as they show you how to make your
very own comic books. Draw your favourite characters, tell cheesy
jokes, solve Professor Poopypants's Preposterous Puzzles,
race to the finish line in crazy mazes, and create your own Captain
Underpants stories.

About the Author: Dav Pilkey is the author
and illustrator of the Captain Underpants
series, which has been published in more
than 25 languages worldwide and sold
more than two million copies in the UK
alone. He is also the creator of Dog Man,
one of the bestselling series in the UK.
His books are funny; accessible; full of
genuine child appeal.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



Scholastic FictionMiddle-Grade

Annaliese Avery was shortlisted in the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators (SCBWI) 
Undiscovered Voices 2020 competition, and is a former library manager. She has an MA in Creative Writing 
and is a graduate of the Golden Egg Academy where she also works as an editor and programme leader. 
Owing to Annaliese’s love for astronomy, she founded an astronomical society, DASH ASTRO, in 2013.

Key Selling Points

• An expansive fantasy trilogy with stand-out writing and
impressive world-building

• A future children’s classic in the making

• Stunning cover look from Natalie Smillie including intricate
decorative foiling, embossed details and spot UV

• Perfect for fans of HIS DARK MATERIALS, NEVERMOOR and
Neil Gaiman

A NIGHTSILVER BOOK 2: THE DOOMFIRE SECRET
By ANNALIESE AVERY

RRP: £7.99

Pub Date: 7th April 
2022

ISBN: 
9780702306068

Age: 8+

Binding: PB

Also by the author:

9780702306037

Following the death of her mother and her brother’s
abduction to the Frozen North, Paisley is forced to unite
with Hal, a Krigare rider, to rescue her brother and fulfil her
promise to her mother to keep the heartstone from the
clutches of the Dark Dragon. To do so, they must risk their
lives to stay under the radar of the authorities and reach
the north – before the Dark Dragon does. But the stars
have other ideas.

Can Paisley fight against the destiny the celestial
mechanism has set out for her once more? And will the
future of all Albion truly hinge upon the actions of one girl,
who will put her family above everything . . .



Marketing:

• Paid and organic social campaign
targeting parents and teachers –
expected reach of 40k

• Digital seeding across Scholastic
social channels reaching over 70k

70k+ Scholastic

Powerful media appeal 
reaching over 3 million 

inc.

Annaliese Avery’s debut garnered stunning 
reviews and the sequel will expand her fantasy 
world building that has been compared to Philip 
Pullman’s

Widespread appeal to children and parent 
purchasers

A Nightsilver
Book 2: The 
Doomfire

Secret

PR
• Author tour including live

and virtual events plus
Scholastic Schools Live
event with reach to 20k



Scholastic FictionFiction

Before becoming an established TC and radio script-writer, Ivor Baddiel was a social worker and primary 
school teacher. He is also the author of 18 books for both children and adults.

Growing up in Cardiff, James Lancett was obsessed with carton, video games and all things fantasy. These 
inspirations held strong and so he moved to London to study BA Illustration and Animation at Kingston 
University, and thereafter fulfilled his dream of becoming an illustrator and animated director.

Key Selling Points

• Ivor Baddiel knows his stuff having worked across multiple
comedy and entertainment shows including THE X FACTOR, and
I’M A CELEBRITY, GET ME OUT OF HERE

• Hilarious companion novel to BRITAIN’S BIGGEST STAR IS DAD

BRITAIN’S SMARTEST KID…ON ICE!
By IVOR BADDIEL
Illustrated by JAMES LANCETT

RRP: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April 
2022

ISBN: 
9780702313752

Age: 8+

Binding: PB

Also by the author:

9780702300585

12-year-old Marsham Lucas is really smart, but covers it up to
avoid being bullied at school. When his sister signs him up for his
favourite TV show, Britain’s Smartest Kid, he only agrees to compete
once he realises that she’s misspelled his name and he can go in
disguise as someone else!

But the show has surprises in store, including the fact that they’ll be
testing for several kinds of intelligence – physical intelligence
included, so all the rounds will be held on ice skates!

Can Marsham outsmart a rival evil genius and claim the prize –
without breaking his neck on the ice?

Marketing 
• Guaranteed print and radio coverage including BBC Radio 2, Guardian, Jewish Chronicle, The Big Issue
• Live and virtual events including Scholastic Live – reach 20K
• Digital seeding across Scholastic channels – reach 70K
• Paid and organic social campaign targeting parents and teachers – expected reach 400K



Scholastic FictionFiction 

Cara Mailey is a 12 year-old girl who lives with her family in Belfast, Ireland. Cara has presented for Craft 
Party CBBC and was in a CBBC documentary: MY LIFE: MADE TO MEASURE which followed her as she helped 
design a fashion line to suit kids with achondroplasia. Cara’s mum and younger brother have 
achondroplasia, but her stepdad and youngest sister do not, and the family were featured in a BBC One 
documentary KEEPING UP WITH THE MAILEYS which aired in Ireland in May but will air in England in August

Chrissie Sains is the author of AN ALIEN IN THE JAM FACTORY (Walker, 2021), which features a main 
character with cerebral palsy.

Key Selling Points
• Fun and heartfelt - readers will fall in love with Erin

• An own-voices look at the ups and downs of life for everyone who
enjoyed A KIND OF SPARK and CAN YOU SEE ME?

• The story and characters are inspired by Cara's daily lived experiences
as a preteen who has achondroplasia. Cara is a magnetic, extremely
positive personality who is eager to spread greater awareness and
understanding of what it means to have dwarfism

I GOT THIS
By CARA MAILEY & CHRISSIE SAINS

RRP: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April 
2022

ISBN: 
9780702314988

Age: 9+

Binding: PB

Sometimes it’s just not enough to believe in yourself – you need the
people you get your support from to believe in you, too.

Being small, Erin has big challenges – especially when starting her
new secondary school – but she also has big dreams too.

When her favourite pop group announces on social media that
they’ll be filming a music video in Belfast and are on the hunt for
young local dancing talent to feature, Erin is certain she’s perfect
for it. But making an audition video for the competition is proving far
more difficult than Erin expected – it’s almost like her best friend is
trying to ruin her chances!



Marketing:

• Digital seeding across Scholastic 
social channels reaching over 70k

• Paid and organic social campaign 
targeting parents and teachers –
expected reach of 40k

70k+ Scholastic

Powerful media appeal 
reaching over 3 million 

inc.

Cara Mailey is well-known through her BBC 
documentary ‘Keeping Up with the Maileys’ 
and CBBC presenting roles. Her own voices 
debut novel is inspired by her lived experience 
as a preteen who has achondroplasia.

Broad appeal to parents, educators and 
campaigners looking to broaden
the stories told in children’s books

I Got This



FICTION

ALICE AUSTEN LIVED HERE ALEX GINO

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9780702316166

CBMC code: D3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 176pp

Binding: B format - paperback

Age: 09-12

Illustrations:
Rights: UK, Eire & Commonwealth Excl C

Sales points

• By award-winning nonbinary author, Alex Gino, featuring two
nonbinary kid protagonists in middle-grade fiction, which is
groundbreaking

• This story, which has echoes of the narrative in A KIND OF SPARK,
empowers kids to think about the history they are traditionally taught
and what it means to be included - or not included - in those stories,
which is a very timely issue in the UK right now

• It is being released at the same time as the retitling of GEORGE as
MELISSA

• MELISSA has sold over 10,000 copies

Description

Sam is very in touch with their own queer identity. They're nonbinary,
and their best friend, TJ, is nonbinary as well.

When Sam's home borough of Staten Island opens up a contest for a
new statue, Sam finds the perfect non-DSCWM subject: photographer
Alice Austen, whose house has been turned into a museum, and who
lived with a female partner for decades.

Soon, Sam's project isn't just about winning the contest. It's about
discovering a rich queer history that Sam's a part of - a queer history
that no longer needs to be quiet, as long as there are kids like Sam and
TJ to stand up for it.

About the author: Alex Gino loves glitter,
ice cream, gardening, awe-ful puns,
and stories that reflect the diversity
and complexity of being alive. Melissa
(previously published as George) was their
first novel. Melissa was a winner of the
Children's Stonewall Award, the Lambda
Literary Award, and the Children's Choice
Book Awards, among a host of others.
Melissa was also featured on several Best
of the Year lists. For more about Alex,
please visit alexgino.com.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



FICTION

MELISSA ALEX GINO

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9780702317842

CBMC code: D3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 224pp

Binding:
Age: 10-12

Illustrations:
Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• Formerly titled GEORGE, this is a new edition of the same book, but
with a more appropriate title to better reflect the lead character
Melissa's trans identity.

• When people look at George, they think they see a boy. But she
knows she's not a boy. She knows she's a girl.

• An uplifting book full of hope for anyone that has ever been told 'no'
because of what they look like

• Perfect for the all-ages fans of WONDER and MY SISTER LIVES ON THE
MANTELPIECE

Description

"Allow me to introduce you to a remarkable book, full of love, wonder,
hope, and the importance of getting to be who you were meant to be.
You must read this." - David Levithan, author of Every Day and editor of
George.

When people look at George, they think they see a boy. But she knows
she's not a boy. She knows she's a girl.

George thinks she'll have to keep this a secret forever. Then her teacher
announces that their class play is going to be Charlotte's Web. George
really, really, REALLY wants to play Charlotte. But the teacher says she
can't even try out for the part . . . because she's a boy.

About the author: Alex Gino loves glitter,
ice cream, gardening, awe-ful puns,
and stories that reflect the diversity and
complexity of being alive. Melissa is their
first novel.

alexgino.com

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



FICTION

CAN'T BE TAMED (HORSE COUNTRY #1) YAMILE SAIED MéNDEZ

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9781338749465

CBMC code: D3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 224pp

Binding: Hardback

Age: 08-12

Illustrations:
Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• A stunning new series by award-winning author Yamile Saied
Méndez (a true horsewoman!)

• With relatable themes of friendship and family, HORSE COUNTRY is a
perfect read for all children, especially horse lovers

• For fans of THE SADDLE CLUB and THE BABYSITTERS CLUB

Description

Welcome to Paradise Ranch, where everyone can get a second
chance.

Carolina Aguasvivas grew up on Paradise Ranch, which she knows
down to every last pony. But things are sure to change when the new
owner’s daughter, Chelsie Sánchez, sweeps in with an attitude and a
feisty Thoroughbred named Velvet. The mare is skittish, headstrong –
and Carolina is determined to ride her.

Chelsie, who considers herself too good to clean stalls, certainly doesn’t
seem like a real horse girl. Caro knows she’s the only one who can help
Velvet recover, and she’s ready to prove it – no matter what it takes.

The girls may discover they have more in common than they think …
including a passion for bringing the healing power of horses to every
kid.

About the author: Yamile (pronounced
sha-MEE-lay) Saied Méndez was born and
raised in Rosario, Argentina, in a family
with roots from all over the world. She lives
in Utah with her Puerto Rican husband and
their five kids, two adorable dogs and one
majestic cat. Yamile is a graduate of the
Vermont College of Fine Arts.

Visit her at www.yamilesmendez.com

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



FICTION

FIGHTING FANTASY: FIGHTING FANTASY: SORCERY 3: THE SEVEN SERPENTS STEVE JACKSON

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9780702314193

CBMC code: D3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 304pp

Binding:
Age: 09-12

Illustrations:
Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• YOU are the hero of this interactive fantasy quest

• Read the story, roll the dice and decide your destiny!

• Fighting Fantasy is a truly globally bestselling heritage brand: 20
million copies sold worldwide in 32 languages

• Interest in the Fighting Fantasy series has been recently reignited
following the release of Bandersnatch, an interactive episode of
Black Mirror made available on Netflix in December 2018

• "A new way of telling stories and in many ways the birth of modern
gaming, these books captured the imaginations of a generation
of kids - it's great to think that a new generation are going to be
similarly captivated" bestselling author Charlie Higson

Description

You, the hero, must beat seven deadly serpents to the fortress of
Mampang and destroy them before they can warn the Archmage of
your mission to find the Crown of Kings.

Steve Jackson co-founded the company
Games Workshop in 1975 with Ian
Livingstone. He is an honorary professor
at Brunel University in London, where he
teaches the Digital Games Theory and
Design MA.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



FICTION

FIGHTING FANTASY: FIGHTING FANTASY: SORCERY 4: THE CROWN OF KINGS STEVE JACKSON

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9780702314292

CBMC code: D3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 304pp

Binding:
Age: 09-12

Illustrations:
Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• YOU are the hero of this interactive fantasy quest

• Read the story, roll the dice and decide your destiny!

• Fighting Fantasy is a truly globally bestselling heritage brand: 20
million copies sold worldwide in 32 languages

• Interest in the Fighting Fantasy series has been recently reignited
following the release of Bandersnatch, an interactive episode of
Black Mirror made available on Netflix in December 2018

• "A new way of telling stories and in many ways the birth of modern
gaming, these books captured the imaginations of a generation
of kids - it's great to think that a new generation are going to be
similarly captivated" bestselling author Charlie Higson

Description

You, the hero, must face the unknown terrors of the Mampang Fortress.
Hidden inside the keep is the Crown of Kings, but beware the monsters
and traps waiting for you...

Steve Jackson co-founded the company
Games Workshop in 1975 with Ian
Livingstone. He is an honorary professor
at Brunel University in London, where he
teaches the Digital Games Theory and
Design MA.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



FICTION

IT'S THE END OF THE WORLD AND I'M IN MY BATHING SUIT JUSTIN A. REYNOLDS

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9780702316135

CBMC code: D3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 288pp

Binding: B format - paperback

Age: 08-12

Illustrations:
Rights: UK, Eire & Commonwealth Excl C

Sales points

• Funny, voice-driven middle-grade story

• Features an all-Black "ensemble cast" of characters, written by a
Black American author

• New hilarious middle-grade from Justin A. Reynolds, author of
OPPOSITE OF ALWAYS

• Perfect for fans of ESCAPE THE ROOMS by Stephen and Anita
Mangan, THE SUMMER I ROBBED A BANK by David O'Doherty and THE
DAY THE SCREENS WENT BLANK by Danny Wallace

Description

On the day of the Beach Bash, Eddie’s mum finds his monstrous pile of
dirty laundry and is banned from leaving until he’s cleaned the whole
pile. But mid-cycle, the power goes out! With his first load of laundry wet
and the rest of his stuff still filthy, he sets out to explore the seemingly
empty neighbourhood in his glow-in-the-dark swim trunks, flip-flops, and
a beach towel.

Eddie soon meets up with other neighbourhood kids: Xavier (who was
mid-haircut and has half his head shaved), Eddie’s former friend Sonia
(who has spent her entire break trying to beat a video game and was
mid-battle with the final boss), and siblings Trey and Sage (who are
dealing with major sibling drama). Together they realise their families
aren’t coming back anytime soon. And as night falls, the crew realise
that they aren’t just the only people left in the neighbourhood, they
might be the only people left… anywhere.

About the author: Justin A. Reynolds has
always wanted to be a writer. Opposite
of Always, his debut novel, was an Indies
Introduce selection, a School Library
Journal Best Book, has been translated
in seventeen languages and is being
developed for film with Paramount Players.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



FICTION

PLEASE WRITE SOON: AN UNFORGETTABLE STORY OF TWO COUSINS IN WORLD
WAR II

MICHAEL ROSEN
Illustrated by MICHAEL FOREMAN

Price: £12.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9780702303180

CBMC code: C3N79

TPS: 271mm x 208mm

Extent: 80pp

Binding: Hardback

Age: 07-11

Illustrations:
Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• - A perfect companion to Michael Morpurgo and Michael Foreman's
POPPY FIELD, this is another incredible collaboration by two icons of
children's literature.

• - The events in this story are inspired by the true experiences of
Michael Rosen's father's cousin, who was in the Anders Army.

• - With every UK trade sale, a £1 contribution goes to the Royal British
Legion's Poppy Appeal.

• - The Royal British Legion has provided an afterword giving easy-to-
understand historical context and fascinating facts related to this
epic story.

• - This story includes discussion of the Battle of Monte Cassino, a
significant turning point in World War II that holds special importance
to Polish people.

Description

Inspired by the true story of his father's cousin, Michael Rosen presents
an astonishing wartime story of perseverance and hope in the face
of horrors and hardship. Beginning in 1939, young Solly in London
exchanges letters with his teenaged cousin, Bernie, in Poland. While
Solly is evacuated and tries his best to adjust to life in the English
countryside, Bernie's parents know that as Jews they're not safe staying
in Warsaw, so they send Bernie to the Russian-occupied side of the
country in the hope that he'll be safer there. Soon, though, he is
arrested and sent off to a forced labour camp in Russia. As the cousins
exchange sporadic letters, they try to keep their spirits up, trading jokes
and observations about the world changing all around them. Then
Bernie seizes the opportunity to join the "Anders Army" and fight the Axis
powers, and tells Solly all about his experiences in Iran and eventually
Italy, where he fights alongside the British at the famous Battle of Monte
Cassino. Will Bernie survive this war and find a safe place to call home?

Michael Rosen, one of the best-known
figures in the children's book world,
is renowned for his work as a poet,
performer, broadcaster and scriptwriter.
As an author and anthologist he has been
involved with over 140 books. He teaches
in universities on children's literature,
reading and writing; he is a familiar voice
to BBC listeners; and he visits schools with
his one-man show to enthuse children with
his passion for storytelling.

Michael Foreman grew up during the
Second World War, an experience
that has had a lasting and creative
influence on his work. He studied painting
at Lowestoft School of Art and won a
travelling scholarship from the Royal
College of Art. He has had solo exhibitions
in London, Paris, New York, Japan and
Santiago and, most recently, a yearlong
exhibition at Seven Stories, the National
Centre for Children's books, Newcastle. As
both an author and illustrator, he has won
many prestigious award including the Kate
Greenaway Medal twice.



GRAPHIC NOVELS

THE AWAKENING STORM: A GRAPHIC NOVEL (CITY OF DRAGONS #1) JAIMAL YOGIS
Illustrated by VIVIAN TRUONG

Price: £8.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9781338660425

CBMC code: D3N79

TPS: 210mm x 140mm

Extent: 240pp

Binding: Hardback

Age: 08-12

Illustrations:
Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• An epic dragon fantasy series for 8+ readers! Beautifully illustrated
throughout. Perfect for fans of Wings of Fire

Description

Grace and her friends must protect a newly hatched dragon from
mysterious evildoers.

When Grace moves to Hong Kong with her mum and new stepdad, her
biggest concern is making friends at her fancy new boarding school.

But when a mysterious old woman gifts her a dragon egg during a
field trip, Grace discovers that the wonderful stories of dragons she
heard when she was a young girl might actually be real - especially
when the egg hatches overnight. The dragon has immense powers that
Grace has yet to understand. And that puts them both in danger from
mysterious forces intent on abusing the dragon's power. And now it's up
to Grace and her school friends to uncover the sinister plot threatening
the entire city!

Vivian Truong was born in London, England
and studied Computer Animation Arts at
Bournemouth University. A self-taught artist,
a natural storyteller, and an avid lover of
cartoons and comics. Her first graphic
novel City of Dragons has been an indie-
bound top seller for several weeks and is
a worldwide hit amongst reviewers. She is
currently working on several more graphic
novels to come.

She has created comics with Riot
Games, Your Comic Heroes and several
anthologies. Telling evocative stories are
a dedication of hers, what's life without
laughter and tears after all.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



GRAPHIC NOVELS

TOTAL MAYHEM: THURSDAY - WAR OF THE WATERSLIDES (TOTAL MAYHEM #4) RALPH LAZAR

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9781338770476

CBMC code: C3N79

TPS: 193mm x 133mm

Extent: 224pp

Binding: Paperback

Age: 07-10

Illustrations:
Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• New York Times bestselling author Ralph Lazar presents a hilarious
action comedy for chapter book readers about Dash Candoo,
a boy with a bottomless backpack of gadgets who must defeat
extraordinary foes every school day.

• Full of funny, accessible art and laughs on every page.

• Perfect for fans of Wimpy Kid and Tom Gates.

Description

The fourth book in the hilarious action comedy chapter book series from
New York Times bestselling duo Ralph Lazar and Lisa Swerling!

About the author: Ralph Lazar was born
in Johannesburg, South Africa. After
several years of working in finance, Ralph
moved with his wife-to-be Lisa Swerling
to a tiny tropical island in the Seychelles
(population of 52), where they (very
remotely) started their illustration licensing
business Last Lemon. They have lived
in London and home is now northern
California. Ralph and Lisa's creations
include the illustrated project Happiness
Is..., which has been translated into over 20
languages and has over 3 million followers
online.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



GRAPHIC NOVELS

THE DRAGON PRINCE: BLOODMOON HUNTRESS (THE DRAGON PRINCE GRAPHIC
NOVEL 2)

NICOLE ANDELFINGER
Illustrated by FELIA HANAKATA

Price: £7.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022 

ISBN: 9781338769951 

CBMC code: D3N68

TPS: 229mm x 152mm 

Extent: 128pp

Binding: Paperback

Age: 09-12

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• Created by Aaron Ehasz (head writer of Avatar: The Last Airbender)
and Justin Richmond (Uncharted 3)

• The series won the Outstanding Children’s Animated Series Emmy
Award in 2020

• 100% rating on Rotten Tomatoes (over 358 audience ratings)

• Seasons 4, 5, 6 and 7 have been greenlit by Netflix

• Funko collectibles available – perfect for fans

• The original video game and board game are currently in
development

Description

Don't miss this original canon story set in the world of the Emmy Award-
winning Netflix animated series The Dragon Prince, with story by the
creators of the series and of the New York Times bestselling Through the
Moon (The Dragon Prince Graphic Novel #1).

This action-packed tale features a young Rayla and takes place several
years before season one of the series.

About the author: Nicole Andelfinger
was crafting stories as far back as when
colouring in the squiggles on your book
was considered cool. Since then, she's
only continued to dwell in the realms of
magic, monsters and myth. She lives with
her absolutely, most decidedly perfect cat
in Los Angeles.

About the illustrator: Felia Hanakata is an
Indonesia-based illustrator. She believes
story-telling breathes life and colours into
the world. When she is not drawing, she
reads, drinks lots of coffee, plays video
games and looks for inspiration in nature
and her surroundings. You can find her
online at feliahanakata.com.

ISBN: 9781338608816 ISBN: 9781338666403

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk

COVER CONCEPT



GRAPHIC NOVELS

MARVEL BLACK PANTHER: SHURI AND T'CHALLA: INTO THE HEARTLANDS (A
BLACK PANTHER GRAPHIC NOVEL)

ROSEANNE A. BROWN
Illustrated by DIKA ARAúJO

Price: £7.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9781338648058

CBMC code: C3N68

TPS: 229mm x 152mm

Extent: 128pp

Binding: Paperback

Age: 08-12

Illustrations:
Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• See the interiors here: http://www.scholastic.biz/
Shuri05272021/index.html

Description

Twelve-year-old Shuri is a lot of things. Scientist. Princess. All around
cooler person than her pain-in-the-butt big brother T'Challa. Shuri
knows she could do so much more to help Wakanda, but everyone is
obsessed with the prince because he's the next Black Panther. That is,
until Soul Washing Day, one of the most important rituals of Wakandan
society.
When an argument between T'Challa and Shuri leads to one of
Shuri's inventions accidentally destroying the sacred ceremony site,
chaos reigns instead of prosperity. Suddenly the people of Wakanda,
including her mother the queen, are becoming sick! Could this be a
curse from the ancestors? Desperate to save her mother, Shuri dives
into research and finds an answer hidden deep in an ancient children's
myth. It may be nothing more than a fantasy, but with the sickness
spreading each day, the young princess must trust her instincts and
travel deep into the mysterious Heartlands to save her family and her
kingdom.

Roseanne A. Brown was born in Kumasi,
Ghana and immigrated to the wild
jungles of central Maryland as a child. She
graduated from the University of Maryland
with a Bachelor's in Journalism and was
also a teaching assistant for the school's
Jiménez-Porter Writers' House program.
Her journalistic work has been featured by
Voice of America among other outlets.
Rosie currently lives outside Washington
D.C., where in her free time she can
usually be found wandering the woods,
making memes, or thinking about Star
Wars. Her debut novel, A Song of Wraith
and Ruin, was a New York Times bestseller.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



FICTION

YOU CAN TRUST ME GINA BLAXILL

Price: £7.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9780702312106

CBMC code: E3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 400pp

Binding: B format - paperback

Age: 13-18

Illustrations:
Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• A pacy YA thriller with a thought-provoking feminist twist - looking at
privilege, consent and complicity.

• Convincing teen characters and a killer plot make this a gripping,
unputdownable read.

• An authentic glimpse of the world of teen dating, drinking and drug-
taking.

Description

A Good Girl's Guide to Murder meets I May Destroy You, this dark YA
thriller will have your heart in your mouth from the very first page!

Tragedy hits a teenage New Year's party . . .

When Alana's best friend is found drowned in a pool, the forensic
reports discover date-rape drug GHB in her blood. GHB from a drink
Alana knows was meant for her.

Despite the swirling rumours, the suspected group of boys seem
untouchable. To investigate, Alana allows herself to be pulled into their
glittering orbit.

But among shifting alliances, changing alibis and buried secrets, can
she pinpoint which of the boys is responsible before she becomes their
next target?

Perfect for fans of Holly Jackson, Karen McManus and Chelsea Pitcher.
From the Carnegie nominated author, Gina Blaxill.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Gina Blaxill is a
Carnegie nominated YA thriller writer.
She lives in Essex with her family and two
imperious cats.

www.ginablaxill.wordpress.com
@GinaBlaxill

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



FICTION

YOUNGBLOODS SCOTT WESTERFELD

Price: £7.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9781407188317

CBMC code: E3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 320pp

Binding: B format - paperback

Age: 12-18

Illustrations:
Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• Starting with the Pretties/Uglies/Specials trilogy, Scott Westerfeld has
made a name for himself as one of the most popular and insightful
YA writers today

• This fourth book in the Impostors series brings back Tally Youngblood,
the fan-favourite hero of the Uglies world

• Uglies has sold 50,000 copies through TCM

• Perfect for fans of The Hunger Games and Divergent

Description

Frey has spent her life in a family of deceivers, a stand-in for her sister,
manipulated at her father's command. Free from them at last, she is
finding her own voice - and using it to question everything her family
stood for. Tally was once the most famous rebel in the world. But for
over a decade, she's kept to the shadows, allowing her myth to grow
even as she receded. Now she sees that the revolution she led has not
created a stable world. Freedom, she observes, has a way of destroying
things. As the world is propelled further into conflict and conspiracy,
Frey and Tally join forces to put a check on the people in power, while
still trying to understand their own power and where it belongs.

About the author: Scott Westerfeld's
teen novels include the Uglies series, the
Midnighters trilogy, The Last Days, an ALA
Best Book for Young Adults and the sequel
to Peeps. Scott was born in Texas, and
alternates summers between Sydney,
Australia, and New York City.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



RRP: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April  
2022

ISBN: 
9780702315527

Age: 1+

Binding: BB

Key Selling Points

ZOG: A FLIP-THE-FLAP BOARD BOOK
By JULIA DONALDSON
Illustrated by AXEL SCHEFFLER

Alison Green BooksPicture Book

Join Zog the dragon on a flip-the-flap adventure!

Lift the colourful, chunky card flaps in this fun board 
book, perfect for small hands. With a gentle opposites 
theme, this board book will also help increase hand-
eye co-ordination, develop speech and aid learning 
through repetition

• From the award-winning superstars of the children's 
book world, Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler

• Easy-to-flip chunky card flaps, perfect and gentle for 
little hands

• Based on the bestselling picture book Zog, with a gentle 
opposites theme

• Fabulous fun, this board book will also help increase 
hand-eye coordination, develop speech and aid 
learning through repetition

Julia Donaldson is the author of many of the best-loved picture books ever written. She was awarded 
and MBE for services to literature, and appointed Children’s Laureate in June 2011. Julia lives in Glasgow. 

Axel Scheffler is one of the most celebrated illustrators in the world. He has brought to life a huge variety 
of characters, from dragons to gruffalos. Axel lives in London.

COVER NOT FINAL





GOLDILOCKS
RRP: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April  
2022

ISBN: 
9780702307850

Age: 2+

Binding: HB

Key Selling Points

AXEL SCHEFFLER’S FAIRY TALES
GOLDILOCKS AND THE THREE BEARS / THE THREE LITTLE PIGS AND THE 
BIG BAD WOLF
By AXEL SCHEFFLER

Alison Green Books

Axel Scheffler is an award-winning, internationally-acclaimed illustrator of some of the most well-loved 
children’s books. He has brought to life a huge variety of characters, from dragons to gruffalos. Axel lives in 
London.

Picture Book

Classic, well-loved stories of GOLDILOCKS AND THE 
THREE BEARS and THE THREE LITTLE PIGS AND THE BIG BAD 
WOLF, masterfully brought to life by Axel Scheffler, 
illustrator of THE GRUFFALO, STICK MAN and ZOG. 

• Well-known children's fairy tale stories, illustrated by the 
one and only award-winning superstar, Axel Scheffler

• Part of a new series of fairy tale stories illustrated by 
Axel Scheffler, published by Scholastic

• Translated by Alison Green, author of bestselling 
picture book KIND

• A guaranteed classic, to sit on children's bookshelves 
and be cherished for years to come

THE THREE LITTLE 
PIGS
RRP: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April  
2022

ISBN: 
9780702307843

Age: 2+

Binding: HB



PR:
• National competition with media 

partner asking children to illustrate 
their fairy tale book cover

• Fairy tale themed drawing 
workshops for public & school

Marketing:
• Paid and organic pre-order 

campaign across socials including 
rich assets and comps and videos

70k+ Scholastic

Easter Bunny PR and Spring 
Media for the Fairy Tales

reaching 2 million

Axel Scheffler is the UK’s No.1    
Picture Book and Pre-School 
illustrator – his work is famous for fairy 
tale settings and curious characters.

Classic stories imagined by the 
superstar illustrator – perfect gifts 
and for sharing with little ones

Fairy Tales



ALISON GREEN BOOKS

SUPERWORM AND OTHER STORIES CD COLLECTION JULIA DONALDSON
Illustrated by AXEL SCHEFFLER

Price: £15.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9780702315534

CBMC code: A3K79

TPS: 238mm x 240mm

Extent: 10pp

Binding: Non Standard

Age: 01-04

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• Five fabulous favourites from the superstar creators of The Gruffalo,
Stick Man  and Zog

• Each CD includes the full story, a listening game and song, all acted
superbly by the incomparable Oscar-nominated Imelda Staunton

• The set includes Superworm, Stick Man, The Highway Rat, The Ugly
Five and Tabby McTat

• Superworm is going to be an on-screen adventure starring Matt Smith
and Olivia Coleman Christmas 2021

• Celebrating 10 years of Superworm in 2022

Description

The wriggly, squiggly superhero is now available on CD with a whole
host of fabulous friends!

Join Superworm, Stick Man, The Highway Rat, Tabby McTat and The Ugly
Five in these five fantastic stories and songs by the superstar children's
book pairing, Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler, in a gorgeous box set.

This CD box-set is perfect for entertaining children on long car journeys,
or for simply sharing stories at any time of the day.

About the author Julia Donaldson is
the author of many of the best-loved
picture books ever written. She was
awarded an MBE for services to literature,
and appointed Children's Laureate
in June 2011. Julia lives in Glasgow.
www.juliadonaldson.co.uk

About the illustrator Axel Scheffler is one
of the most celebrated illustrators in the
world. He has brought to life a huge
variety of characters, from dragons to
gruffalos. Axel lives in London.

ISBN: 9780702303982 ISBN: 9780702305870

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



ALISON GREEN BOOKS

ANIMAL EXPLORERS: STELLA THE ASTRONAUT (PB) SHARON RENTTA

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9780702307621

CBMC code: A3M79

TPS: 275mm x 250mm

Extent: 32pp

Binding: Paperback

Age: 02-06

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• ANIMAL EXPLORERS is a witty, entertaining picture-book series that
will inspire children to follow their dreams

• STELLA THE ASTRONAUT is the third book in the series

• A young squirrel is determined to soar into space, even though she’s
too small to get into Space School

• Glowing, humorous illustrations, packed with details to point out and
share

• Mini biographies at the end of the book tell the stories of four real-life
astronauts and space scientists

• Previous ANIMAL EXPLORERS books feature Lola, a polar bear with a
passion for plants, and Toby, a deep-sea-diving tiger

• Praise for Sharon Rentta’s A DAY WITH… series: “charming and
witty . . . a triumph of good-humoured invention” Independent on
Sunday

Description

Calling all budding explorers! The ANIMAL EXPLORERS series will inspire
you to follow your dreams.

Stella is determined to be the first-ever squirrel in space. Her hopes are
dashed when she finds that she’s too small to go to Space School, but
Stella won’t let that stop her. Surely, if she’s determined enough, she
can still make her dream come true?

Sharon Rentta's glowing, witty illustrations are full of details to point out
and share. Mini biographies at the end of the book also tell the stories of
four amazing, real-life astronauts and space scientists.

About the illustrator Since graduating from
the prestigious MA Illustration course at
the Cambridge School of Art, Sharon has
published her picture books exclusively
with Alison Green Books.

Sharon has garnered worldwide acclaim
for her A DAY WITH... picture book series.
She also created fabulous black-and-
white drawings for Eva Ibbotson's final
novels, ONE DOG AND HIS BOY and THE
ABOMINABLES. Sharon lives in Cambridge.

www.sharon-rentta.co.uk
Instagram: @sharon.rentta

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



ALISON GREEN BOOKS

ANIMAL EXPLORERS: STELLA THE ASTRONAUT (HB) SHARON RENTTA

Price: £12.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9780702307614

CBMC code: A3M79

TPS: 275mm x 250mm

Extent: 32pp

Binding: Hardback

Age: 02-06

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• ANIMAL EXPLORERS is a witty, entertaining picture-book series that
will inspire children to follow their dreams

• STELLA THE ASTRONAUT is the third book in the series

• A young squirrel is determined to soar into space, even though she’s
too small to get into Space School

• Glowing, humorous illustrations, packed with details to point out and
share

• Mini biographies at the end of the book tell the stories of four real-life
astronauts and space scientists

• Previous ANIMAL EXPLORERS books feature Lola, a polar bear with a
passion for plants, and Toby, a deep-sea-diving tiger

• Praise for Sharon Rentta’s A DAY WITH… series: “charming and
witty . . . a triumph of good-humoured invention” Independent on
Sunday

Description

Calling all budding explorers! The ANIMAL EXPLORERS series will inspire
you to follow your dreams.

Stella is determined to be the first-ever squirrel in space. Her hopes are
dashed when she finds that she’s too small to go to Space School, but
Stella won’t let that stop her. Surely, if she’s determined enough, she
can still make her dream come true?

Sharon Rentta's glowing, witty illustrations are full of details to point out
and share. Mini biographies at the end of the book also tell the stories of
four amazing, real-life astronauts and space scientists.

About the illustrator Since graduating from
the prestigious MA Illustration course at
the Cambridge School of Art, Sharon has
published her picture books exclusively
with Alison Green Books.

Sharon has garnered worldwide acclaim
for her A DAY WITH... picture book series.
She also created fabulous black-and-
white drawings for Eva Ibbotson's final
novels, ONE DOG AND HIS BOY and THE
ABOMINABLES. Sharon lives in Cambridge.

www.sharon-rentta.co.uk
Instagram: @sharon.rentta

ISBN: 9781407193656 ISBN: 9780702301926

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



But Stella couldn’t quite give up hope.

. . . and Moon-Buggy 
Driving class . . . 

After that, Stella 
slipped into every 
single class. But it 
wasn’t always easy 
staying hidden.

She was ordered 
out of Space 
Walking class . . . 

. . . and Zero Gravity class. 
“Stella!” said Lionel, sternly. 

“You will never be an astronaut. 
You’re too small!” 

OUT!

Stella! OUT!



With training over, three top astronauts were 
chosen to fly to the moon. Stella was so sad not to be 
going with them. She decided to do some more weight 
training instead. (Astronauts have to be very fit and 

strong.) Maybe one day her turn would come. 
If only she could grow a bit taller!

Then, on Launch Day, 
Stella got a big surprise.

MOON MISSION



PICTURE & NOVELTY

LEO + LEA (HB) MONICA WESOLOWSKA
Illustrated by KENARD PAK

Price: £12.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9781338302875

CBMC code: A3M79

TPS: 279mm x 203mm

Extent: 40pp

Binding: Hardback

Age: 03-06

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• Young readers can count the number of words per page and
discover how they echo the Fibonacci Sequence, a mathematical
series in which each number is the sum of the previous two: 0, 1, 1, 2,
3, 5, 8, 13, 21, and so on to infinity!

• Even the color scheme in Kenard Pak’s striking illustrations follows a
mathematical progression.

• A beautiful message of inclusion and friendship at its core make this
a universal story every small child can learn from.

Description

One boy loves numbers. Everywhere he looks he sees things to count.

His classmates don’t understand counting like he does.

A new girl loves patterns. Could she be a friend for Leo?

With sensitivity and nuance, this story of a friendship shows that anyone
can be our friend no matter how different we are. Whether you're a
number nut or an art lover, this is the heartwarming book you need in
your little one's book collection.

This picture book is a true celebration of friendship, math, art -- and
different ways of seeing the world.

About the author:
Monica Wesolowska has written for
The New York Times, The San Francisco
Chronicle, Literary Mama,The Carolina
Quarterly, and Best New American Voices.
She teaches Creative Writing at the
University of California.
monicawesolowska.com
@m_wesolowska

About the illustrator:
Kenard Pak is the author and illustrator of
Goodbye Summer, Hello Autumn which
received a starred review inHorn Book,
and Goodbye Autumn, Hello Winter,
winner of the 2018 SCBWI Golden Kite
Award for Illustration.
pandagun.com
@kenardpak

Also available:

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



Thirteen 
apple blossoms 
burst.
Galaxies of
petals 
spiral 
up  
and  
up 
like 
stars. 

“Twenty-one  
leaves!”  
Leo crows.  
“Lea, I see  
a pattern!” 
Lea beams 
and tells him,  
“I love  
patterns.  
Want to  
count more?”



Skyward. Skyward.



RRP: £6.99 / £12.99

Pub Date: 7th April  
2022

ISBN: 
9780702303487 / 
9780702314339

Age: 3+

Binding: PB & HB

Also by the author:
Key Selling Points

I WOULD RATHER HUG A TIGER
By LORNA SCOBIE

Scholastic Picture Books

Lorna Scobie is an illustrator and printmaker based in London. While she has illustrated a number of picture 
and activity books focused on the animal kingdom, COLLECTING CATS was her debut picture book as both 
author and illustrator.

Picture Book

Small Panda doesn't understand why grown-ups like 
doing the MOST boring things. Especially when there's 
always something more exciting to do.

Join Small Panda as they discover that the 'exciting' 
things in life aren't always as important as the little ones. 
And that grown-ups might not be as boring as they 
seem...

• A laugh out loud tale about never wanting to do the 
BORING things in life

• Why brush your teeth when you coud go snorkeling with a 
crocodile? Or ride a tiger! Or fly with an eagle!

• Written and illustrated in Lorna Scobie's wonderfully witty 
and warm style, perfect for fans of Chris Haughton and 
Jim Field

• Children and parents alike will love following Small Panda 
and her patient parent's antics in this funny, vibrant 
celebration of the everyday

• Also by Lorna Scobie: COLLECTING CATS, RABBIT! RABBIT! 
RABBIT! and DUCK, DUCK DAD?

9781407192505



I WOULD RATHER HUG A TIGER
By LORNA SCOBIE







RRP: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April  
2022

ISBN: 
9780702313240

Age: 3+

Binding: PB

Perfect for fans of:

Key Selling Points

THE MOST EXCITING EID
By ZEBA TALKHANI
Illustrated by ABEEHA TARIQ

Scholastic Picture Books

Zeba Talkhani is the author of My Past Is a Foreign Country: A Muslim feminist finds herself, which was 
praised in The Times, Vogue, Stylist Magazine and even by Hillary Clinton. She was born in Sirsi, South India 
and currently lives in London with her husband. This is her first children’s book.

Abeeha Tariq is a Pakistani-Irish freelance illustrator, currently based in the UK. She has been drawing since 
she could hold a crayon, and in 2020 she was shortlisted for the FAB Prize in illustration. A teacher by day, 
Abeeha loves glitter, biryani and all things pop culture.

Picture Book

Just one more sleep before EID!

Safa is so excited for Eid-al-Fitr. She is having the best day 
ever until she opens her present: a shiny pink bicycle that 
she absolutely doesn’t want to share with her
cousin, Alissa.

As her mum takes her on an adventure to gift delicious 
Eid treats to all their neighbours, Safa will realise how 
wonderful it is to make others happy…and will want to 
make it up to Alissa. 

• A beautifully illustrated introduction to the true meaning of 
Eid for little ones

• A heartwarming message about sharing
• Features a non-fiction spread at the back for especially 

curious minds about Eid, including different Eid traditions, 
foods and greetings

• Written and illustrated by two brilliantly talented Muslim 
women 9780702303302



THE MOST EXCITING EID
By ZEBA TALKHANI
Illustrated by ABEEHA TARIQ



Key Selling Points

• TOM DALEY - Featuring one of the most well-known and
renowned names in the sports world, Tom Daley. A five-time
European champion, four-time Commonwealth champion,
double world champion and Olympic gold medallist. An
endless list of achievements and a wonderful role model

• This series throws the reader directly into the lives of modern
society's most influential figures

• Includes striking black-and-white illustration

A LIFE STORY
TOM DALEY
GUY ADAMS

Scholastic Non-Fiction

A Life Story: this gripping series throws the reader 
directly into the lives of modern society's most influential 
figures.
With striking black-and-white illustration along with 
timelines and neverheard-before facts.

Non-Fiction

TOM DALEY
RRP: £5.99

Pub Date: 7th April 
2022

ISBN: 9780702316531

Age: 9+

Binding: PB

9780702316647



£5.99 Sept 2019
PB 9781407193182

£5.99 Sept 2019
PB 9781407193175

£5.99 Jan 2020
PB 9781407193205 £5.99 Jan 2020

PB 9781407193199

£5.99 Sept 2021
PB 9780702312328

£5.99 Sept 2021
PB 9780702312335

£5.99 Jan 2021
PB 9780702302848

£5.99 Aug 2020
PB 9780702302879



Key Selling Points

• Written by athlete and activist Colin Kaepernick

• A joyful ode to Black and Brown lives based on real
events in young Colin's life

• An inspiring story of identity and self-esteem

• Includes full-colour illustrations

I COLOR MYSELF DIFFERENT
By COLIN KAEPERNICK
Illustrated by ERIC WILKERSON

Scholastic Non-Fiction

An inspiring story of identity and self-esteem from 
celebrated athlete and activist Colin Kaepernick.

When Colin Kaepernick was five years old, he was 
given a simple school assignment: draw a picture of 
yourself and your family. What young Colin does next 
with his brown crayon changes his whole world and 
worldview, providing a valuable lesson on embracing 
and celebrating his Black identity through the power 
of radical self-love and knowing your inherent worth.

Non-Fiction

RRP: £12.99

Pub Date: 7th April 
2022

ISBN: 9781338789621

Age: 4+

Binding: HB

Colin Kaepernick is a professional NFL Super Bowl quarterback who fights oppression globally. He 
founded the Know Your Rights Camps to advance the liberation and wellbeing of Black and Brown 
people through education, self-empowerment, mass-mobilisation and the creation of new systems that 
elevate the next generation of change leaders. I Color Myself Different is his first book for children.



NON FICTION

SILENCE IS NOT AN OPTION: FIND YOUR VOICE AND BE YOUR BEST SELF STUART LAWRENCE

Price: £9.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9780702316913

CBMC code: D5N79

TPS: 222mm x 153mm

Extent: 192pp

Binding: Paperback

Age: 10-16

Illustrations:
Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• Written by the younger brother of Stephen Lawrence, who was
murdered in an unprovoked racist attack on 22 April 1993

• Stuart is an educator and motivational speaker

• SILENCE releases in time for the second annual Stephen Lawrence
Day, which takes place on 22 April 2021. Search/click: https://
stephenlawrenceday.org

• Stuart's aim is to help young people understand the impact of their
actions

• Interspersed with reflections on his brother Stephen, Stuart talks
about what he has learned from life

Description

In this book, interspersed with reflections on his brother Stephen's life
and murder, Stuart talks about what he has learned from life - the tools
that have helped him live positively and kept him moving forwards
when times have been tough.

From role models to self-control, failure to imagination, Stuart's aim with
this book is to use his own experience to help young people - to help all
people - harness the good in themselves and in the world around them,
using that fire of positivity to create change in their lives.

"We all want to be successful in life and to be remembered for our
achievements - but how can we do that, when the world can seem so
big and sometimes scary?"

About the author: Stuart Lawrence is the
younger brother of Stephen Lawrence,
the young man who, on 22 April 1993,
at the age of just 18, was murdered in
an unprovoked racist attack. Stuart is
an educator and motivational speaker,
dedicated to helping to transform the life
chances of young people.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



NON FICTION

WE SANG ACROSS THE SEA: THE EMPIRE WINDRUSH AND ME BENJAMIN ZEPHANIAH
Illustrated by ONYINYE IWU

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9780702311161

CBMC code: A5M79

TPS: 250mm x 275mm

Extent: 24pp

Binding: Paperback

Age: 03-06

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• An evocative picture book about the voyage of Empire Windrush

• A brand-new poem from national treasure, Benjamin Zephaniah

• The story is told through the hopes, dreams and real-life experiences
of Trinidadian musician, Mona Baptiste

• Stunning illustration from the incredible Onyinye Iwu

• The arrival of the Windrush in 1948 is celebrated each year on
Windrush Day, 22 June

• Benjamin recently won a BAFTA for his Sky Arts show, Life & Rhymes, a
showcase of some of Britain's finest poets

• Praise for Windrush Child: 'An invaluable story for any young readers
who enjoy adventure and want to learn more about the Windrush
generation's experience. Essential reading' Alex Wheatle

• Listen to Benjamin talking about Windrush Child: https://youtu.be/
d0UG5JLjBxo

Description

A powerfully moving and beautiful picture book about the voyage of
HMT Empire Windrush from national treasure, Benjamin Zephaniah.

The hopes, dreams and bravery of the Windrush generation are
expressed in this vivid story through the real-life experiences of
Trinidadian musician, Mona Baptiste.

Written as a brand-new poem by Benjamin Zephaniah, the book is
beautifully illustrated by the extraordinary artist, Onyinye Iwu.

Praise for Zephaniah's Windrush Child:
'Zephaniah pulls no punches [...] in a powerful, moving account of
family and fitting in' iNews

About the author: The multi-award-winning
Dr Benjamin Obadiah Iqbal Zephaniah
was born and raised in Handsworth,
Birmingham in the UK. He is a writer, poet,
actor and musician.
@BZephaniah

About the illustrator: Onyinye Iwu was
born in Italy to Nigerian parents and
moved to the UK as a teenager. Onyinye
is passionate about celebrating diversity
and her culture. Her work is inspired by the
African continent and her Igbo heritage.
@onichum

ISBN: 9780702302725 ISBN: 9780702307904

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



Marketing:
• Central to all Scholastic Windrush

promotions to 20k schools inc extra 
resources

• Digital seeding across Scholastic 
social channels reaching over 70k

• Paid and organic social campaign 
targeting parents and teachers 
reaching 400K

120k+
70k+ Scholastic

Powerful media appeal 
around Windrush Day 

reaching over 
3 million inc.

Writer, poet and actor Professor Benjamin 
Zephaniah was born in Birmingham and 
strongly influenced by the music and poetry of 
Jamaica. His first book for Scholastic, the middle-
grade Windrush Child, was highly acclaimed 
and successful.

Wide-ranging appeal to parents and adult 
crossover fans of his work 

Benjamin 
Zephaniah 
Windrush

Picture Book 

PR
• Major event will garner 

media
• Video content of Benjamin 

reading the story



BA INDIE BOOK OF
THE MONTH

EXCLUSIVE TO INDEPENDENTS

£6.99 | 7th April 2022 | 9780702311161 | 3+ years | Paperback
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NON FICTION

ESCAPE FROM CHERNOBYL ANDY MARINO

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9780702322167

CBMC code: D5N79

TPS: 193mm x 135mm

Extent: 176pp

Binding:
Age: 08-12

Illustrations:
Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• From Andy Marino, author of The Plot to Kill Hitler series

• A fast-paced historical thriller chronicling one family's desperate bid
to escape the deadly Chernobyl disaster.

• For readers aged 8+

Description

26 April 1986

01:18

Alina & Lev are two siblings living in Pripyat, one of the Soviet Union's
proud nuclear cities. Both are asleep in their beds.

Their cousin, Yuri, is a custodian at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant,
where he's fiercely attacking a spill in the hallway with a mop.

Alina's best friend, Sofiya, sleeps just a few doors down. Her father is an
engineer at the plant, a fact that has always filled her with pride.

In five minutes, Reactor No. 4 will explode in a ball of fire. It will expel
radiation across their town for nine days before it's finally contained. For
the people of Pripyat, it will be far too late.

Two young siblings flee the Chernobyl disaster with their parents, but
the Communist party is on their heels. Meanwhile, the friends and family
they were forced to leave behind must contend with a disinformation
campaign that's determined to pretend nothing is wrong-even as
deadly radiation spills into the air.

About the author: Andy Marino was
born and raised in upstate New York. He
spent his childhood orchestrating LEGO
pirate battles, drawing detailed maps of
imaginary video games, and cheating
death in Choose Your Own Adventure
books.

Profoundly influenced by the work of J.R.R.
Tolkien, Andy started writing his first novel
at the age of eleven. Tragically, THE RUNES
OF ILLIARM was never completed. For
books that were, visit Andy online at andy-
marino.com.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



NON FICTION

HORRIBLE HISTORIES: PIRATES (NEWSPAPER EDITION) TERRY DEARY
Illustrated by MARTIN BROWN

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9780702318061

CBMC code: C5N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 128pp

Binding: B format - paperback

Age: 07-09

Illustrations: Black/white line

Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• HORRIBLE HISTORIES: Pirates reveals the terrible truth behind the lousy
pirate legends and lies

• Filled with hilarious illustrations by Martin Brown

• From the team that brought you everything from Awful Egyptians to
the Woeful Second World War

• A brand new Horrible Histories series look

• Horrible Histories has been entertaining children and families for
generations with books, TV, stage show, magazines, games and
2019's brilliantly funny Horrible Histories: the Movie - Rotten Romans

• Over 30 million copies of Horrible Histories books in print

• internationally

• The perfect book for children who like their history a little more gory

Description

In this brilliant new headlines edition of Pirates, Terry Deary reveals the
terrible truth behind the lousy pirate legends and lies so forget the brave
heroes swinging from masts and the handsome young men sailing the
seven seas for this is history at its most horrible!

Readers can decide who was the absolute worst out of the top ten of
putrid pirates, discover why the women pirates were just as wicked as
the men and even learn to talk the patter of a pirate. Plus there are foul
facts on the ships they sailed, the punishments they suffered and the
rules they lived by.

About the author: Terry Deary has written
fiction and popular non-fiction, including
more than 60 HORRIBLE HISTORIES titles.
Terry lives in County Durham.
www.terry-deary.com

About the illustrator: Martin Brown was
born in Australia but currently lives in
Dorset. In 1993 he illustrated the first of
the HORRIBLE HISTORIES, and has now
contributed to more than 60 titles in the
series.

ISBN: 9780702312373 ISBN: 9780702312618

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



NON FICTION

HORRIBLE HISTORIES SPECIAL: ENGLAND (NEWSPAPER EDITION) TERRY DEARY

Price: £8.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9780702318092

CBMC code: D5N79

TPS: 216mm x 135mm

Extent: 272pp

Binding: Non Standard - paperback

Age: 08-12

Illustrations: Black/white line

Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• Discover centuries of dreadful deeds, from the cruel Celts right up to
the terrible 20th century in HORRIBLE HISTORIES: ENGLAND

• Filled with hilarious illustrations by Martin Brown

• From the team that brought you everything from Awful Egyptians to
the Woeful Second World War

• Horrible Histories: The Movie - Rotten Romans was released in the
cinemas in July 2019

• Horrible Histories BAFTA award-winning TV series returned for season 9
in spring 2021

• Over 30 million copies of Horrible Histories books in print
internationally

• The perfect book for children who like their history a little more gory

Description

An eye-catching new edition of this Horrible Histories Special - with all
the gruesome bits left in! HORRIBLE HISTORIES SPECIAL: ENGLAND lets
readers discover all the foul facts about England, including which monk
tried to pinch the devil's nose with a pair of tongs, why some people
in the Middle Ages ate dove droppings and which English king was
accused of being a werewolf.

With a bold new look these bestselling titles are sure to be a huge hit
with yet another generation of Terry Deary fans.

About the author: Terry Deary has written
fiction and popular non-fiction, including
more than 60 HORRIBLE HISTORIES titles. He
lives in County Durham.

About the illustrator: Martin Brown was
born in Australia but currently lives in
Dorset. In 1993, he illustrated the first of
the HORRIBLE HISTORIES and has now
contributed to more than 60 titles in the
series.

www.horrible-histories.co.uk
www.facebook.com/HorribleHistories

ISBN: 9780702317576 ISBN: 9780702315862

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



MEDIA

BAD GUYS MOVIE: THE BAD GUYS SUPER STICKER BOOK SCHOLASTIC

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9781761203367

CBMC code: C3L68

TPS: 215mm x 280mm

Extent: 8pp

Binding:
Age: 07-10

Illustrations:
Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• This NYT bestselling series has 4.7 million copies in print

• The DreamWorks movie is currently in development from
DreamWorks, releasing April 2022!

• The hit series is now a major motion picture. Join Mr. Wolf and the
gang in their big screen debut!

Description

The hit series, The Bad Guys, is now a major motion picture. Join Mr Wolf
and the gang in this delightful funny fill-in!

Crack codes with Ms Tarantula, connect the dots on Mr Shark, and
solve the ultimate logic puzzle in this epic sticker book!

Jam-packed with activities and over 200 stickers, this is the ultimate
companion to the film.

About the series:

Watch out for the latest major motion
picture based on Aaron Blabey's popular
children's book series. The Dreamworks
animation is set to released in Spring 2022
and will follow fan favourites such as Mr.
Wolf, Mr. Snake, Mr. Piranha, Mr. Shark and
Ms. Tarantula. The movie will be voiced by
actors such as Sam Rockwell, Awkwafina,
Zazie Beetz and Anthony Ramos.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



MEDIA

BAD GUYS MOVIE: THE BAD GUYS ULTIMATE ACTIVITY BOOK SCHOLASTIC

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9781761203374

CBMC code: C3L68

TPS: 220mm x 276mm

Extent: 64pp

Binding:
Age: 07-12

Illustrations:
Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• This NYT bestselling series has 4.7 million copies in print

• The DreamWorks movie is currently in development from
DreamWorks, releasing April 2022!

• The hit series is now a major motion picture. Join Mr. Wolf and the
gang in their big screen debut!

Description

The hit series, The Bad Guys, is now a major motion picture.

The ultimate activity book with lots of fun colouring and activity pages!
Fans can join Mr Wolf, Mr Snake, Mr Shark, Ms Tarantula and Mr Piranha
as they perform epic heists and sneaky tricks

About the series:

Watch out for the latest major motion
picture based on Aaron Blabey's popular
children's book series. The Dreamworks
animation is set to released in Spring 2022
and will follow fan favourites such as Mr.
Wolf, Mr. Snake, Mr. Piranha, Mr. Shark and
Ms. Tarantula. The movie will be voiced by
actors such as Sam Rockwell, Awkwafina,
Zazie Beetz and Anthony Ramos.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



MEDIA

BAD GUYS MOVIE: THE BAD GUYS MEGA PUZZLE BOOK SCHOLASTIC

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9781761204937

CBMC code: D3L68

TPS: 200mm x 276mm

Extent: 64pp

Binding:
Age: 07-10

Illustrations:
Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• This NYT bestselling series has 4.7 million copies in print

• The DreamWorks movie is currently in development from
DreamWorks, releasing April 2022!

• The hit series is now a major motion picture. Join Mr. Wolf and the
gang in their big screen debut!

Description

The hit series, The Bad Guys, is now a major motion picture.

Solve puzzles and complete activities featuring the Bad Guys—Mr Wolf,
Mr Snake, Mr Shark, Ms Tarantula and Mr Piranha—as they trick their
way into their most epic adventure yet!

About the series:

Watch out for the latest major motion
picture based on Aaron Blabey's popular
children's book series. The Dreamworks
animation is set to released in Spring 2022
and will follow fan favourites such as Mr.
Wolf, Mr. Snake, Mr. Piranha, Mr. Shark and
Ms. Tarantula. The movie will be voiced by
actors such as Sam Rockwell, Awkwafina,
Zazie Beetz and Anthony Ramos.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



MEDIA

BLIPPI: ALPHABET FUN! EDITORS OF BLIPPI

Price: £7.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9780702315220

CBMC code: A2M68

TPS: 203mm x 203mm

Extent: 32pp

Binding: Non Standard - paperback

Age: 00-05

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• Blippi is a colourful and energetic YouTube sensation with over 11
million subscribers

• Blippi books allow children to continue to learn with their favourite
online character off the screen

• Blippi introduces the words children will want to know as they learn
each letter of the alphabet

• Comes with an audio CD and download of Blippi himself reading the
book

• Includes his most popular YouTube songs, like “Monster Trucks” and
“The Excavator Song”!

Description

The A-B-Cs have never been as much F-U-N as when Youtube sensation
Blippi teaches them in Blippi: Alphabet Fun!

E is for excavator … and elephant … and so much more! Blippi
introduces the words children will want to know as they learn each
letter of the alphabet. This book comes with an audio CD and
download of Blippi himself reading the book, as well as some of his most
popular YouTube songs, like "Monster Trucks" and "The Excavator Song"!

About the brand: Blippi is a colourful and
energetic YouTube sensation created by
entertainer and educator, Stevin John,
with over 13 million subscribers. He has
taught millions of children how to count,
how to read and much more!

https://tinyurl.com/c3ertbkr

ISBN: 9780702310614 ISBN: 9780702310621

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



Key Selling Points

• Contains over 100 prompts, images to draw, dot-to-dots, mazes
and more

• Friends has been translated into 36 different languages and
licensed in over 200 territories

• The show was the second most watched series on Netflix in 2019

• #1 show used to learn English globally

• #1 TV show on DVD franchise worldwide

• Friends airs 110 times per day!

• 105M unique broadcast viewers

FRIENDS: THE OFFICIAL FRIENDS QUIZ AND FILL-IN BOOK!
By SAM LEVITZ

Scholastic Non-Fiction

Young Friends fans will love the quizzes and fill-ins in this 
amazingly fun official book. They can discover Central Perk, 
Monica’s apartment and a whole lot more.

Non-Fiction

RRP: £8.99

Pub Date: 7th April 
2022

ISBN: 9781338799996

Age: 6+

Binding: PB

9781338787306



MEDIA

HUNT A KILLER: PERFECT SCORE (HUNT A KILLER, ORIGINAL NOVEL 1) ANGELICA MONAI

Price: £7.99

Pub Date: 7th April 2022

ISBN: 9781338784022

CBMC code: E3N79

TPS: 210mm x 140mm

Extent: 304pp

Binding: Paperback

Age: 12-17

Illustrations:
Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• Based on the bestselling subscription game that has shipped over
two million boxes to murder mystery fans worldwide

• This original Hunt A Killer novel features all-new characters, designed
in-world clues and a mystery not seen in the games

• Perfect for fans of thrillers and suspense

• A Hunt a Killer app will be launching in 2021

Description

It’s time to HUNT A KILLER in this YA mystery series based on the
bestselling subscription game!

Aspiring PI Jolene Kelley is skipping class at her fancy new private
school, North Shore Prep, when she witnesses her beloved guidance
counselor fall in front of an oncoming L train. The police call Mr
Medina’s death a tragic accident, but Jo knows what she saw: this was
murder.

With help from her friends Sabrina and Frankie – and the inside
scoop from her public-defender parents and her mentor at the state
attorney’s office – Jo opens up her own investigation into Mr Medina’s
death.

Jo’s investigation uncovers a scandal brewing at North Shore Prep. Mr
Medina had found out about it, and now he’s dead.

Jo has a slew of suspects, including administrators, students, parents
and even local politicians. Can she figure out which one is the killer
before she becomes their next victim?

About the author: Angelica Monai is an
author and a lover of all things steeped
in mystery, magic and mythology. Hailing
from the suburbs of Washington, DC, she
lives with her husband and two kids while
working as a senior brand and creative
manager for a non-profit focused on
ending childhood hunger.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



MEDIA

POKEMON: LEGENDARY AND MYTHICAL GUIDEBOOK: SUPER DELUXE EDITION SIMCHA WHITEHILL

Price: £7.99

Pub Date: 5th May 2022

ISBN: 9781338795332

CBMC code: C3N68

TPS: 229mm x 152mm

Extent: 144pp

Binding: Paperback

Age: 08-12

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• Pokémon is the most successful franchise of all time

• Classic early seasons are available on Netflix

• The Pokémon Sword and Shield games released in November 2019,
featuring the brand-new Galar region and new Pokémon

• The Detective Pikachu live-action movie with Ryan Reynolds was the
most successful video game movie of all time

• The Sun and Moon games have sold over 14 million copies
worldwide since their release in 2016

• Let's Go, Pikachu! and Let's Go, Eevee! (Nintendo Switch) had some
of the best ever Pokémon game debuts

• Pokémon GO has seen a huge resurgence, with over 65 million
monthly users

Description

The new Pokémon are here, and kids gotta catch ‘em all!

This updated guidebook features the unique and mysterious new Galar
region Pokémon from the hit new games for Nintendo Switch, Sword &
Shield.

Discover the origins of the most fascinating and unusual Pokémon!
Get all the scoop on Legendary and Mythical Pokémon from Kanto all
the way through Galar. It’s the insider’s guide to the rarest and most
powerful known Pokémon.

This expanded edition of the 2019 deluxe guidebook includes the latest
information about the new Legendary and Mythical Pokémon from the
Galar region. With full-colour illustrations throughout, this is perfect for
old and new fans.

About the brand: Pokémon was launched
in Japan in 1996 and today is one of the
most popular children's entertainment
properties in the world. Pokémon are
creatures of all shapes and sizes who live
in the wild or alongside humans. For the
most part, Pokémon do not speak except
to utter their names. Pokémon are raised
and commanded by their owners (called
'Trainers').

During their adventures, Pokémon grow
and become more experienced and
even, on occasion, evolve into stronger
Pokémon. There are currently almost
900 creatures that inhabit the Pokémon
universe.

ISBN: 9781338714128 ISBN: 9781338723540

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk
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